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Abstract

With the rise of the General Data Protec-
tion Regulation (GDPR), user data holders should
guarantee the “individual’s right to be forgotten”.
It means user data holders must completely remove
user data when they receive the request. However,
enabling a deep learning model to exclude specific
data used during training is challenging. We cannot
easily define the meaning of “forgetting” in deep
learning and how to achieve it. To address this is-
sue, we propose an efficient machine unlearning ar-
chitecture to be used for computer vision classifi-
cation models. Our approach consists of two-stage
models, where in the first stage we enables a deep
learning model that loses information with con-
trastive labels in the requested dataset. Second, we
retrain the first stage output model with knowledge
distillation (KD). Using this two-stage approach,
we can substantiate the removal or forgetness of
the requested dataset in the deep learning model.
With various datasets used for multimedia applica-
tions, we demonstrate that our approach achieves
performance on par or even higher accuracy than
the original model, while effectively removing the
requested data.

1. Introduction
With the development of the Internet, various

data are being shared, collected by internet partici-
pants. Many internet service providers are collect-
ing user information to improve user-friendly ser-
vices and highly interested in analyzing user infor-

mation to provide customized services or to capture
hidden business opportunities. Most of the dataset
are copyrighted or sensitive such as health checkup
information, GPS location, and financial informa-
tion. As information technology evolves in the fu-
ture, considerable amount of personal data will be
sent and received and more businesses will utilize
sensitive personal information in their services. But
the problem with these collected personal informa-
tion is that from an individual’s point of view, it is
difficult to claim rights to their data because it is
being collected in fine detail and difficult to notice
how much their data is being used.

The General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) [11] provided regulatory guidance on this
data management situation. The GDPR guarantees
the “individual’s right to be forgotten” that is in-
dividuals can limit the scope of commercial use
on their personal information, and entities utilizing
personal data must faithfully respond to individual
data related requests. These rights are not limited to
simply erasing the corresponding data records from
the database, but also to all entities that indirectly
utilize the data. Examples include machine learn-
ing algorithm because it performs high-level ab-
straction through representations of given data [15].
For compliance with the regulation, data managers
must process the individual data according to indi-
vidual’s requests.
It is not problematic to modify or erase a user’s
records from a database management system. But
making deep learning model erase the informa-
tion of the requested data is troublesome. The rea-
sons are mentioned in a previous study [1]. Frist,
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we could not fully measure contribution of each
data point in training deep learning model. Second,
stochasticity is inevitably occur in training. Lastly,
stochasticity is leveraged updating model parame-
ters

1.1. Our Contribution

In this paper, we propose a efficient two-stage
model retraining algorithm, which enables a deep
learning model to efficiently erase the information
of the requested dataset on deep learning model.
First, we make the model forget the subset of the
training dataset requested by users. We will denote
this forgetting procedure as “neutralization”. Sec-
ond, we retrain the first stage output model with
remaining dataset using knowledge distillation. In
the first stage, we force the original model to par-
tially erase the information of the requested data.
We proposed practical measurement method of for-
getness in deep learning model and validated the
forgetness of requested dataset by using augmen-
tation. In the next stage, we retrain the neutralized
model to recover the performance using knowledge
distillation. By this, we assure that the output of
our procedure does not utilize the requested dataset
but produces same or superior performance than the
original model. Our contributions are summarized
as follows:

• We propose an efficient model retraining algo-
rithm that is composed with two stages, neu-
tralization and retraining using knowledge dis-
tillation.

• Our algorithm can be applied in existing deep
learning models and can deal with the num-
ber of data deletion requests in deep learn-
ing model with empirically low computational
cost.

• We conducted our experiment in real world
situations and showed precise ablation studies
to prove feasibility of our approach.

2. Related Work
Machine Unlearning. Machine unlearning is

the field that making efficient algorithm to forget

the information of specific subset data from a deep
learning model. To forget the specific data points,
the model remove the feature of the subset dataset
information in the model. Many researchers
are actively studying Machine Unlearning, as
academic and industrial interest in privacy has
increased [2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17]. Cao et al. [3]
showed an unlearning algorithm using a small
number of summations in the restricted setting
of statistical query learning, where the learning
algorithm cannot access to specific samples. This
approach showed the machine learning model is
possible to retrain using small amount of sam-
ples, quickly. Other researches require to involve
splitting the data into multiple subsets to retrain
models separately on combinations of them. Lucas
et al. [1] proposed an unlearning algorithm that
reduces the computational cost by slicing the
dataset into smaller sharded-data and retraining
on each the sharded-data. However, it require to
set the number of sharding and slicing properly.
In contrast, our approach is not required the any
hyper-parameters. Wu et al. [16] propose the
algorithm for rapid retraining machine learning
models based on information cached during the
training phases to reduce the learning time. In this
paper, they proposed the DeltaGrad algorithm for
rapid retraining machine learning models based
on information cached during the training phase.
Shokri et al. [13] showed that classifying the data
used in training can be done by inference on the
model and measure probability.
Knowledge Distillation. Knowledge distilla-
tion(KD) is a model compression algorithm
introduced by Hinton et al. [8], which can transfer
knowledge from a large model to a small one. The
goal of KD is that a small model called student
mimics the behaviors conducted by a large model
called teacher. Cho et al. [4] proposed KD is an
alternative way to improve the student model by
ensembling method. In this work, we use KD
to efficiently retrain the model that forgets the
requested data. By using the KD algorithm, we
measure of how one probability distribution is
different from a second, reference probability
distribution to mimic the teacher model.
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3. Our Approach

3.1. Notations

In this paper, we define terms that will
be used to explain our algorithm as follows:
D = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3).., (xn, yn)} de-
notes the original dataset that has the number of the
data point as number of n and (xi, yi) is the pair
of image inputxi and image classyi. Also,MD de-
notes the deep learning model that trained by us-
ing the dataset D. In our situation, we have to ex-
clude subset of data in D and make deep learning
modelMD forget the extracted dataset in D. Let us
assume that individuals requested to data manager
to remove the data from the dataset D. Requested
dataset should be removed in D will be notated as
P (P ⊂ D). In this scenario, we will reproduce
deep learning model D neutralized on P so that
the performance of the model on P is equivalent as
randomness. Neutralized model will be denoted as
M

′

D and CD = {c1, c2, c3, ..., cm} denotes the set
of classes in the dataset when m means the number
of classes in the dataset D.

3.2. Characterize the Machine Unlearning

Revisiting Machine Unlearning concept Here,
we arranged commitment on providing fundamen-
tal explanations about Machine Unlearning con-
cept and procedure. Not only researchers but also
developers, general users on data analytic service
and member of society should understand our pro-
posed concept without needs of deep background
knowledge on statistics and machine learning. By
cause of previous motivation, We loosely defined
the boundaries of the Machine Unlearning as the
accuracy of M

′

D on P is should be same as 1
CP

. It
implies the model’s prior on P should be equivalent
as randomly selecting classes on each input. If the
deep learning model accuracy on P is higher than
random, than the deep learning model can be con-
sidered to have prior on the corresponding dataset
P . We acknowledge that even though the deep
learning model has not been trained with dataset P ,
the accuracy of the corresponding dataset P could
be higher than random. However, in order to ex-
plain that we have eliminated the prior on dataset

P , we could not accept the accuracy that higher
than random on dataset P and vice versa. Even if
the deep learning model has a lower accuracy than
random, it also implies that model has a prior on
the corresponding dataset P . The gist is that train-
ing deep learning model positively or negatively
with dataset P can be considered to have informa-
tion about dataset P . Considering this background,
we thoughtfully propose the goal of Machine Un-
learning should be rearrange original deep learning
model to have approximately same performance as
random selection on user-requested dataset P .

Model neutralization with Contrastive label
Model neutralization start with model output accu-
mulation on dataset P . In this algorithm, we accu-

Algorithm 1: Model output accumulation
Input:MD, P, CD, CP

Output: Matrixc

Initialize: zero initialized 2-dimensional
array Matrixc[n(YD)][n(YD)]

1 foreach (xi, yi) ∈ P do
2 Matrixc[yi]+ =MD(xi)

/* divide values by count */
3 foreach label ∈ YP do
4 Matrix[label] =

Matrix[label]/(number of label data
in P )

5 Matrix[label][label]←∞
6 foreach label ∈ YD/YP do
7 Matrixc[label]←∞
8 return Matrixc

mulate the model output of each data in P to cal-
culate global minimum value on given output. The
goal of this part is to find pair of classes that have
most distances based on the output of the model.
To do that, we first define 2 dimensional array that
have n(YD) size. Since the objective of the deep
learning modelM is tries to classify given class set
CD, the output will be same as the number of ele-
ment in CD and we are calculating per class min-
imum label, we have to accumulate per class out-
put. First we calculate the output of each data on
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Figure 1. Overall procedure of two-stage model retraining. First, we retrain the original deep learning model by using
contrastive labels mapped in requested dataset which described as neutralization. And we retrain the neutralized deep
learning model with remaining dataset using kl-divergence loss only with remaining dataset.

model P and save it on matrixc. In the next stage
of algorithm, we average each label output based
on the number of label in P because in the dataset,
the number of data in given class can be different
from each other. Also, we make unit matrix coor-
dinates to go ∞ because we have to relocate each
label to different label. lastly, we also make unused
label coordinates to go ∞. By this, we can relo-
cate the labels only using CP labels. If the dataset
P has only one class, we use all the classes. In the
next algorithm, we calculate contrast labels in given
matrix matrixc. First, we find minimum value in 2
dimensional array matrixc. first dimension will be
named as from class because this class has minu-
mum value in given matrix. Next, we calculate min-
imum value index in matirxc[fromclass] because
this class should be matched to furthermost class.
and after we match two labels fill the designated
coordinate as ∞ so that we can find another glob-
ally minimum value in given matrix.

Model neutralization The concept of neutral-
ization is to make our model loss the critical infor-
mation about the specific subset of dataset P . In
this stage, we train the model MD by using stored
label list Mat[0..len(CX)]. When each epoch in-
creases, the model forced to trained with mislabled
dataset P continuously unless the accuracy of the
dataset P is below random prediction.

Retraining the Neutralized Model. The next
stage is shown in Figure 1 as light blue box. In this

Algorithm 2: Contrastive label extraction
Input: Matrixc

Output: ContrastLabelList[m]
Initialize: arraylength = n(YP )

1 while arraylength > 0 do
2 init templist[m]
3 for index in range(Matrixc) do
4 templist[index] =

minvalue(Matrixc[index])
5 fromclass =

index(templist,min(templist))
6 toclass=

index(Matrixc,min(Matrixc[fromclass]))
7 ContrastLabelList[fromclass] =

toclass
8 for label ∈ YP do
9 Matrixc[label][toclass]←∞

10 arraylength -= 1

11 return ContrastLabelList[m]

Algorithm 3: Model neutralization
Input: MD, P, ContrastLabelList[m]
Output:M′

D

1 while accuracy ofM′
D on dataset

P < 1/n(YD) do
2 foreach (xp, yp) in P do
3 train(M′

D(xp, ContrastLabelList[yp]))
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stage, we are retraining the neutralized model with
dataset D\P . We retrain the neutralized model us-
ing the remaining data except the requested data.

During training time, we apply the KL diver-
gence loss with Teacher and Student model that
is proposed by Hinton et al [8] to train the model
faster and ensure the stability of training. In this
training phase, the neutralized model is student
model, and the original model is the teacher model.
The student model is trained with soft label gener-
ated by original model, and use from the softmax
function :

δ(x) =
exp(xi/T )∑
i exp(xi/T )

(1)

The temperature T in E.q 1 helps that the stu-
dent model can mimic information of the teacher
model by softening the label. That is, the higher
T , the more information it provides by soften-
ing the probability distribution. In the experiment,
Our retraining part uses two loss function at the
same time. the final loss function is combined with
soft label knowledge distillation loss2 and cross-
entropy loss3 with bias factor as follows.

LKD =

N∑
i=1

δ(ŷi)δ(log
ŷi
yi
) (2)

LCE = −
M∑
c=1

yo,c log(po,c), (M > 2) (3)

LTOTAL = αLCE + βLKD (4)

For training efficiency, we set alpha and beta value
as 1.1, 0.9 each in 4 To validate our training ef-
ficiency that can merge faster, we stopped using
knowledge distillation loss after 10th of epochs and
used only cross entropy loss with no bias factor.

4. Experimental setting

We run our experiments using P100 and TITAN
RTX GPUs, with 24 GB of dedicated memory, re-
spectively. We use Intel Xeon Gold 6230 CPUs

with 8 cores each and 24GB of RAM. The under-
lying OS is Ubuntu 18.04.2 LTS 64 bit. We use Py-
Torch v1.4.0 with CUDA 10.1 and Python 3.7. For
reproductivility, we fixed random seed, disabled the
benchmarking feature and did not used non deter-
ministic algorithms in PyTorch.

4.1. Datasets and Setup

We use several public benchmark datasets in
machine learning field to demonstrate that our al-
gorithm works well in general situation. Also, we
deploy medical image dataset related to personal
information for demonstrating our method as prac-
tical and its applicability in real-world scenarios.
We represent the details in Table1.

Table 1. Dataset characteristics and model architecture.

Dataset description
Name # of Instance Model Architecture

MNIST 70,000
2 Conv.layers

followed by 1 FC layer

Fashion-MNIST 70,000
2 Conv. layers

followed by 1 FC layer

CIFAR-10 60,000
2 Conv. layers

followed by 1 FC layer

CIFAR-100 60,000
ResNet50

followed by 1 FC layer

SVHN 99,289
ResNet50

followed by 1 FC layer

HAM10000 10,015
ResNet50

followed by 1 FC layer

We build a deep learning model for each dataset
as simple as possible, as the objective of our
method is to unlearn the requested dataset in effi-
cient way not performing well for the specific tasks,
which does not require a complicated classification
model. The details of these models are represented
in Table 1, where Conv. layer represents the convo-
lutional layer in the deep neural network and FC
layer means fully connected layer. For relatively
complicated dataset such as SVHN or CIFAR-100,
we deploy the most popular convolutional neural
network, Resnet-50 [7].

Pre-Training. For preparing an original model,
we train the model with Adam optimizer with
the setting of learning rate as 0.001. The num-
ber of epochs is 100 for CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100,
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and HAM10000 (Skin Cancer MNIST), and 50 for
MNIST, SVHN, Fashion-MNIST.

Retraining Neutralized model. To verify the
efficiency of our method, we retrain the neutral-
ized model with the setting of the epoch as half to
the pre-training epoch. This is because we assume
that the neutralized model is faster to train than an
end-to-end scratch model based on the conjecture
that the neutralized model could be already familiar
to other information excluding the requested data.
While we retrain the neutralized model, we apply
the cross-entropy and KL-divergence which is pro-
posed by Hinton et al. [8].

Test-Time Augmentation. Since there is no
precise measurement to prove certainty about for-
getting requested data, we have to show practical
output of the neutralized model forget the requested
data if it does not perform well on both requested
data and data with similar features. Thus, we lever-
age TTA to demonstrate that our retrained model
does not remember the requested data points, and
even the similar data points with maintaining the
model performance. We note that we only use TTA
as horizontal flip, vertical flip, and a center crop that
magnifying 90% around the center of the image, as
using various augmentations harms the diversity of
samples.

5. Results
We compared the performance of the models

as follows: original, retrained and scratch model.
We note that the retrained model is the model
trained with our proposed method. We conducted
100 experiments with varying the portion of the
requested data from range 0.1% to 10% with
step size 0.1% based on each total dataset. We
used accuracy as performance metric. In Table 2,
we represented the average accuracy of the ex-
periments for all datasets. While our model pro-
duced 65.25%, 41.90%, 87.51%, 99.20%, 91.14%
and 74.39% accuracy, the scratch model produced
64.43%, 38.15%, 87.85%, 98.89%, 91.09% and
68.42% accuracy for all datasets, respectively. For
all datasets, our model proved the superiority than
the scratch model. Also, the variance of accuracy
is significantly smaller than scratch model with

Table 2. The Average accuracy for all datasets. The blue
text indicates the variance for accuracy.

Model CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 SVHN MNIST
Fashion
MNIST

HAM
10000

Original 64.35 41.61 86.54 99.20 90.63 72.25
Retrained

(Ours) 65.25(0.24) 41.90(0.71) 92.64(0.32) 99.20(0.03) 90.94(0.15) 74.39(1.61)

Scratch 63.43(0.79) 38.15(4.9) 89.18(6.83) 98.89(0.15) 90.23(0.47) 68.42(1.64)

Table 3. Average epoch of saving point from the re-
quested data ranges from 1 to 10 percent of total training
data.

Model CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 SVHN MNIST
Fashion
MNIST

HAM
10000

Neutralized
(Ours) 12.4 (11) 8.6 (35) 10.9 (33.2) 11.50 (24) 10 (1.3) 29 (48.6)

Scratch 23.4 43.6 44.1 35.50 11.3 77.6

the varying portion of the requested data, which
means our model is robust against the number of
the requested data. Thus, we demonstrated that
our method successfully retrained the neutralized
model efficiently and effectively. With the observa-
tions, we conducted various ablation studies includ-
ing the effect of the constrastive labeling and the
impact of the increasing amount of the requested
data.

5.1. Measuring efficiency of neutralization

To demonstrate the efficiency of our method, we
compared the average epoch for saving points when
the models produced the best performance on the
validation dataset. We recorded each saving point
for each experiment, where the portion of the re-
quested data varies in the range from 1 to 10 per-
cent of total dataset. After recording the points, we
calculate the average points for each dataset. As
we can see in Table 3, the saving points for the
neutralized model are earlier on all datasets promi-
nently except for the Fashion-MNIST. The blue text
indicates the average gap between our neutralized
model and scratch model. This indicates that our
method can efficiently retrain the original model
and time-saving in Machine Unlearning.

5.2. Feasibility of contrastive labeling

To validate the effect of the contrastive learn-
ing in the neutralization phase, we compare two
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(a) MNIST (b) Fashion-MNIST (c) SVHN

(d) CIFAR-10 (e) CIFAR-100 (f) HAM10000

Figure 2. The performance results for all datasets used in our experiments. The X-axis represents the percentage of each
dataset we try to unlearn for our neutralization procedure, and the Y-axis represents the test accuracy of our neutralized
model.

Table 4. Experiment of the average accuracy between minimum mislabel and maximum mislabel

Label type
Minimum
Mislabel

Maximum
Mislabel

Dataset
Horizontal

flip
Vertical

flip
Center
crop

Horizontal
flip

Vertical
flip

Center
crop

CIFAR-10 (10%) 3.85 6.11 3.00 14.2 18.36 7.29
CIFAR-100 (1%) 0.58 0.76 0.49 5.31 3.8 2.37
SVHN (10%) 6.95 4.66 0.45 16.43 4.98 3.73
MNIST (10%) 7.28 8.54 1.95 10.37 9.2 5.68
Fashion-MNIST (10%) 1.27 6.37 0.56 10.55 9.44 10.43
HAM10000 (14.3%) 5.43 6.23 2.46 10.81 11.33 7.3
AVG. 4.23 5.45 1.49 11.28 9.52 6.13

learning methods: minimum mislabel and maxi-
mum mislabel. For minimum mislabel, we saved
the predicted logits for each class on the requested
dataset. Then, we averaged the logits and selected
the class having the lowest predicted score for each
class, which means the selected class is the most far
from the actual label in the embedding space. For
maximum mislabel, we conducted the same proce-
dure as the minimum mislabel except selecting the
class with the second-highest predicted score for
each class, which means the selected class is the

closest to the actual label in the embedding space.
Thus, we assumed that minimum mislabel would
produce a lower performance than maximum mis-
label. In table 4 We conducted experiments, where
the requested data ranges from 1 to 10 percent of to-
tal training data and marked random accuracy rate
on the right side of dataset name. The model trained
with minimum mislabel produced lower accuracy
than maximum mislabel for all sort of augmenta-
tion on all datasets. Also, it produced lower accu-
racy than random on all sort of augmentation on
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datasets. However, the model trained with maxi-
mum mislabel produced higher accuracy than ran-
dom, which is critical in machine unlearning as
the model partially remembers the features of the
requested dataset. Thus, we empirically demon-
strated that using minimum mislabel is important
to effectively delete the prior the requested data in
deep learning model.

5.3. Impact of the Amount of the Given Data
While Unlearning

To empirically show the rapidness of our neu-
tralization against the amount of the requested
dataset, we experiment with the point of stopping
epoch as increasing the requested data while train-
ing the origin model.

Table 5. List of the last epoch in neutralization stage
based on each ratio of data.

Ratio of
data (%) CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 SVHN MNIST

Fashion
-MNIST HAM10000

1 37 5 11 16 28 16
2 57 279 5 15 12 3,689
3 33 5 4 14 19 4,208
4 41 58 3 9 12 3,535
5 35 6 3 9 8 15
6 39 20 3 6 9 2,325
7 34 6 4 6 9 2,084
8 37 11 2 5 12 1,819
9 31 8 2 5 10 1,559

10 33 13 1 3 14 1,421

In Table 5, we measured the epoch number when
the accuracy of the neutralized model is zero per-
cent. Even considering that we randomly extract
the data for each percentage and some extraordi-
nary values, we can see that there is almost no sig-
nificant change in the number of epochs for neu-
tralization as the percentage of the data we extract
increases. which means our method is applicable
for various unlearning scenarios.

5.4. limitations

In applications where personal information is
notably important, random accuracy on model is
weak. In addition, our algorithm is difficult to ap-
ply in applications other than supervised multiclass
classification. Lastly, Machine Unlearning has a
relatively short history compared to other computer
vision fields, and criteria, datasets, and experimen-

tal conditions that can be used as baseline are not
shared and researched deeply.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose simple but notable re-
training architecture to do machine unlearning and
retraining with two stages. First stage is model neu-
tralization that make the model forget about re-
quested dataset by using contrastive labes. In this
stage, the original model trained using contrastive
labels in the requested dataset. contrastive label
means that we pick the class that has least proba-
bility in certain data. To measure the forgetness, we
used accuracy of requested dataset that should be
same or below randomness. In particular, picking
leaset probability class outperform higher than the
label based on second maximum loss. Second stage
is retraining the output of first stage model using
datasetD\P . In this stage, we used half of training
epoch compared with scratch model and also used
half of data in each epoch compared with scratch
model. Experiment result showed that same or bet-
ter accuracy performance than the original model.
We also show the neutralized model learn quickly
than both the scratch model and original model.
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